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Meet Your Facilitators…

Liz Gantnier

Partner – Assurance Innovation and Methodology

• Supports teams on technical accounting and 

auditing issues

• Completes second-level reviews

• Monitors quality of assurance services provided

• National AICPA instructor
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Meet Your Facilitators…

Daniel Sanders

Partner – Professional Standards Group

• Monitors quality of assurance practice

• Consults with private company engagement 

teams on technical matters

• Reviews IFRS and U.S. GAAP reports
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Learning Objectives

By the end of this 
session, you will be 

able to:

Evaluate subsequent 
events and determine 
whether they require 

adjustments to or 
disclosure in the 

financial statements

Recognize the effects 
of the pandemic on 
financial reporting

Consider the evaluation 
of going concern

Understand FASB’s 
proposed new effective 

dates for franchisor 
revenue recognition 

and leases
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Agenda

Topic ~ Duration (mins.)

Welcome & Introduction 5

Subsequent Events and Disclosures 15

Ongoing Accounting and Financial Reporting Impacts Post-COVID19 10

Evaluation of Going Concern 10

FASB Update 5

Wrap-up 5

Total:

CPE:

50

1.0 hrs.
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Financial Statement Dates Pre-COVID

Two primary considerations for financial reporting:

Subsequent Events

Disclosure of Estimates
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Subsequent Events

& Disclosures
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Recognized or Nonrecognized Subsequent Events (ASC 855)

If the event informs your judgment about 

conditions that existed as of the balance 

sheet date, including estimates inherent 

in the process of preparing financial 

statements– then an adjustment would 

be recorded before issuing the financial 

statements.

If the event does not inform your 

judgement about conditions that existed 

as of the balance sheet date, 

management should consider 

disclosing the event and an estimate 

of the effect on the financial 

statements – or that an estimate cannot 

be made

NONRECOGNIZEDRECOGNIZED
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Let’s Discuss an Example

FACTS: Subsequent to year end and prior to the issuance of the financial statements, a customer for 

which you have a large receivable balance at year end declares bankruptcy.

What questions would you ask to determine if this is or isn’t a recognized event?

• Does this event provide additional evidence about conditions that existed AT the balance sheet 

date?

• Is the event representative of conditions that existed over a long period of time (including the 

balance sheet date) and merely the final result of those conditions? 

• Is the bankruptcy due to the pandemic – or is it related to issues that are unrelated to COVID-19? 

• Was the customer a slow pay prior to the pandemic?

• Were they always on time and only after the pandemic did they experience payment issues?

• Are they a business or in an industry directly affected by the pandemic?

• Where are they located? What product or service do they provide? Do they have a 

concentration of risk directly related to the pandemic?

This will require judgment.
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Disclosure Example - Nonrecognized

Subsequent to the balance sheet date, the outbreak and spread of 

the COVID-19 virus was classified as a pandemic by the World 

Health Organization. The spread of the virus may disrupt our 

business along with the business of our customers and suppliers. 

A customer affected by the pandemic disruption declared 

bankruptcy on X date, owing us a balance of $xx as of 12/31/XX, 

which subsequent to year end we have provided a reserve for this 

expected loss. While no other customers have indicated to us a 

concern regarding the payment of our amount owed, these 

disruptions could adversely affect the cash flow of our customers 

resulting in uncollectible accounts receivable. The economic 

uncertainty caused by the virus has not been fully determined but 

could have a significant impact on our financial condition, results 

of operations, and cash flows. The financial statements do not 

reflect any adjustments as a result of the subsequent increase in 

economic uncertainty.
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Subsequent Events Disclosure Example

TJ Maxx (FYE 2/1/2020)

In December 2019, COVID-19 emerged and has subsequently spread worldwide. The World 

Health Organization has declared COVID-19 a pandemic resulting in federal, state and local 

governments and private entities mandating various restrictions, including travel restrictions, 

restrictions on public gatherings, stay at home orders and advisories and quarantining of 

people who may have been exposed to the virus. After close monitoring and responses and 

guidance from federal, state and local governments, in an effort to mitigate the spread of 

COVID-19, effective March 19, 2020, the Company closed all of its stores for at least two 

weeks and has temporarily closed its online businesses, its distribution centers and its offices 

with Associates working remotely where possible. The Company continues to monitor 

developments, including government requirements and recommendations at the national, 

state, and local level to evaluate possible extensions to all or part of such closures.

Continued on the next slide.
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Subsequent Events Disclosure Example (cont.)

TJ Maxx (FYE 2/1/2020)

In addition, we have taken several steps to further strengthen our financial position and 

balance sheet, and maintain financial liquidity and flexibility, including, suspending our share 

repurchase program, reviewing operating expenses, evaluating merchandise purchases, 

reducing capital expenditures and drawing down $1.0 billion on our revolving credit facilities. 

As of March 20, 2020, the Company had $1.0 billion outstanding under these facilities. In 

addition, the Company does not intend to declare a dividend for the first quarter of fiscal 

2021, and we continue to evaluate our dividend program in the near term.

As the COVID-19 pandemic is complex and rapidly evolving, the Company's plans as 

described above may change. At this point, we cannot reasonably estimate the duration and 

severity of this pandemic, which could have a material adverse impact on our business, 

results of operations, financial position and cash flows.
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Polling Question #1

Which type of subsequent event do you think will be most common 

as a result of COVID-19?

A. Recognized is most likely

B. Nonrecognized is most likely

C. Neither A nor B are likely

D. Both A and B are likely

E. I need some help deciding which one I have
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Possible Estimates / Disclosures to Consider:

Receivable 
Impairments -

Bad Debt 
Reserves

Other Asset 
Impairments

Investments

Goodwill

Intangibles

Fixed assets

Inventory

Variable 
Consideration 
for Revenue 
Recognition

Estimated 
Losses on 
Contracts

Valuation 
Allowances on 

Tax Assets

Vulnerability 
due to Certain 

Concentrations
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Ongoing Accounting and Financial 

Reporting Impacts Post-COVID19
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Financial Reporting Considerations

Goodwill / Intangibles 
and Other Impairments

Significant Estimates / 
Fair Value 

Measurements
Revenue Recognition

ASC 740 Income Tax 
Provision and Deferred 

Tax Assets

Leases
Risks and 

Uncertainties
Subsequent Events Going Concern
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Polling Question #2

Which financial reporting area do you think will be most difficult to account 

for as a result of COVID-19 ? 

A. Goodwill/intangible impairment

B. Lease modifications or revenue recognition estimates

C. Income tax related accounts – provision, deferred tax assets

D. Going concern analysis

E. Help! I have more than one of these that concern me!!
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Key Reminders for Impairment Analysis

•Know the rule

+ Trigger-based?

+ Annual?

•Know the unit of account

+ Asset group, reporting unit, etc.

•Know the sequence

+ Which comes first, second, etc.

•Document your key judgments and ensure they are consistent 

across accounts
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Impairment Tests Follow Many Different Accounting Rules

Indefinite-lived 
intangible assets 

(ASC 350)

• Annually or more frequently if triggering event indicating 
impairment has occurred 

• One step test – Carrying Value versus Fair Value

• Tested first

Long-lived assets, 
held and used

(ASC 360)

• When triggering event has occurred 

• Included typical PPE and finite-life intangibles

• Two step test to determine recoverability

• These are tested second

Goodwill
(ASC 350)

• Annually or as triggering event occurs

• If using PCC alternative – only as triggering event occurs

• This is tested last
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• ASC 330 – lower of 

cost or net realizable 

value

• Consider costing 

methodologies if 

production falls below 

normal capacity

• Evaluate allowance 

for uncollectible 

accounts

• Are additional write-

offs necessary?

• ASC 310 and 

possibly ASC 326 

(CECL)

ReceivablesInventory

• When triggering 

event occurs

• ASC 323

Equity Method Inv.

Items Subject to Possible Accounting Implications
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ASC 606 - Revenue Recognition

• Principles-based standard requiring judgment and 

estimate within the five-step framework

• Most obvious item that requires judgement is in area of 

Variable Consideration

+ Probabilities of events occurring may have been 

impacted greatly by recent events

• Consider bonuses for completion on time

• Customer behavior patterns may have changed 

affecting returns or rebates

• Remember that Step One of the framework considers 

collectability at the outset of the transaction

+ New transactions should reconsider if the Step One 

criteria has been met
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• Consider the various 

classes of your 

investments

• Determine if Other Than 

Temporary Impairments 

have occurred 

• Evaluate collectability of 

lease payments

• Evaluate if lease 

modifications have 

occurred (recent FASB 

discussion)

LeasesInvestments

• Significant negative 

evidence about 

realizability of deferred 

tax assets such as 

expectation of 

cumulative losses

Deferred Tax Assets

Other Items for Consideration
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Financial Reporting Considerations due to Stimulus Packages

• Effect of a change in tax law 

recorded in the period of 

enactment (March 2020 for 

CARES)

- Changes to NOL treatment 

in CARES

- NOL Deferred tax assets 

may not need valuation 

allowances

- Changes to interest limitation 

calculations as a percent of 

adjusted taxable income

- Is the government 

credit/incentive part of ASC 

740 or a grant?

• Imputing interest - financing at 

other-than-market terms NOT 

REQUIRED

• ASC 835-30-15-3(e) excludes 

from the scope transactions 

where interest rates prescribed 

by a governmental agency

Below Market LoansAccounting for Income Taxes

• No US GAAP for government 

assistance – look to similar 

transaction guidance and/or 

IAS 20, Accounting for 

Government Grants and 

Disclosure of Government 

Assistance

Government Grants
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Grant Accounting

ASC 958 (Not-for-Profit Entities)

• Excludes transfers of assets from governments to business entities but may be 

used to draw analogy

Key differences between ASC 958 and IAS 20

When conditions 

substantially met vs 

reasonable assurance 

entity will comply with 

grant conditions

When grant awarded vs 

using a systematic basis 

over period expenses are 

recognized

TimingRecognition

Gross (Grant Revenue or 

Grant Other Income) vs. 

Other Income or offset 

against the related 

expense

Presentation
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Polling Question #3

Which impairment test do you believe will be most difficult?

A. Bad debt reserves

B. Goodwill / intangibles

C. Investments

D. Inventory or Fixed Assets

E. Hard to pick just one. I see lots of possible issues!
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Evaluation of

Going Concern
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Types of Questions to Consider / Ask

What has happened / is expected to happen to the 
business, results of ops and cash flow as a result 

of the pandemic?

What is management’s plan for the short, 
moderate, long term impact to the business – have 

cash projections been remodeled?

Has there been a supply chain disruption?
• Unanticipated costs incurred

• Equipment repositioning costs
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Questions to Consider / Ask

Have shelter-in-place orders affected 
revenue and cash flow?

Are customers affected by pandemic; 
is geographic footprint affected?

Can debt/leases/obligations be 
deferred, delayed?
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Disclosure Requirements in Going Concern Matters

SCENARIO 1:

Management 

concludes (and 

auditor agrees) 

that substantial 

doubt is NOT 

raised based on 

the evaluation of 

conditions and 

events…

No disclosures are required.  

(Consider also ASC 275 - Uncertainties)
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Disclosure Requirements in Going Concern Matters

SCENARIO 2:

Entity triggers the 

substantial doubt 

threshold AND 

substantial doubt is 

alleviated by 

management’s plans: 
probable that management’s plans 

will be effectively implemented within 

one year after the date that the 

financial statements are issued, and 

probable that management’s plans 

will mitigate the conditions or events 

that raise substantial doubt about the 

entity’s ability to continue as a going 

concern

Disclosures should be sufficient to enable the users 

of the financial statements to understand 

management’s evaluation and related plans to 

mitigate those conditions or events.  
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Disclosure Requirements in Going Concern Matters

SCENARIO 3:

Entity triggers the 

substantial doubt 

threshold AND 

substantial doubt 

remains

The footnotes should include a statement 

indicating there is substantial doubt about 

the entity’s ability to continue as a going 

concern within one year after the date 

that the financial statements are issued.

The audit opinion will include an 

emphasis of matter paragraph.
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Polling Question #4

Do you expect significant disclosures or accounting 

ramifications due to the COVID-19 impacts for your 

company?

A. Yes

B. No

C. Not yet sure
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FASB Update
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Revenue Recognition and Leases New Effective Dates (proposed)

Franchisors

• One-year deferral effective for annual 

reporting periods beginning after 12/15/2019, 

and interim reporting periods with annual 

reporting periods beginning after 12/15/2020

Private companies and private non-profits

• One-year deferral effective for FY beginning 

after 12/15/2021 and interim periods with FY 

beginning after 12/15/2022

Public not-for-profits

• One-year deferral effective for fiscal years 

beginning after 12/15/2019, to include interim 

periods within those fiscal years

Leases ASC 842Revenue Recognition ASC 606
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Technical Inquiries

• Account as though enforceable right exists in the contract, even if 
not explicitly stated in the contract

• Entities can elect NOT to apply modification guidance under ASC 
840 and 842

Accounting for lease 
concessions 

resulting from 
COVID-19

• Recognition of interest income during “loan repayment holidays”

• Hedge accounting

• Fair value considerations

• SBA loan origination fees

FASB will publish 
Q&A in the coming 

days on
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Challenges – The Time to Communicate is Now

•You and your auditor may be faced with multiple challenges

+ Accessing records

+ Internal control concerns and possible deficiencies including the affect 

on audit procedures

+ Account confirmations

+ Ability to determine affects on estimates due to COVID related events

+ Going concern evaluations and subsequent event disclosures

+ Inventory observations – the need to be creative to find a solution 

when physical inventory counts/observation are not possible 
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Subscribe to Knowledge Share (KS)

https://www.dhg.com/subscribe

https://www.dhg.com/subscribe
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How Can We Help?

• Time for innovative thought

• Time for addressing issues head on

We appreciate your time and are capturing all questions. 

We are happy to reach out to anyone who’d like to think 

through an issue.
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Q & A

Thank you!


